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Marriage Series #3): 

0 of 0 review helpful Dahyana s Thoughts By Dahyana Diaz I have been enjoying reading this series The third book 
addressed some real issues of long term relationships that can be true for most of us Great read Thank you 0 of 0 
review helpful Inspirational and Entertaining too By Linda Glaspie This is a very real life book that could have 
happened in any small town Charlie and Esther Moore have been married nearly fifty years when the contented life 
they ve built together begins to crumble Esther has been forgetful recently but it s rarely a problem until the day she 
puts her car in drive instead of reverse flying off the end of the carport and into the backyard Esther s accident and 
declining health shatter their reverie and the couple must come to terms with all the paths their lives have not taken if 
they ever hope to pull The third in the Seasons of Marriage series is as fascinating as the first two books Charlie and 
Esther Moore face problems that come with old age Charlie fears his wife may have dementia because of her continual 
confusion over little things A host of 
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